We introduce an approach to perform a model based PP and PS registration in depth domain which involves converting the RMS time model to the depth model and performing PSDM. We have developed a GUI tool for depth model building and a PSDM tool which is based on the ray-tracing method and Kirchhoff summation. This approach is applied to a real 2D dataset. Time processing is applied to the PP and PS waves to obtain time images and RMS velocity models separately. Then the depth models are obtained for the PP and PS waves. For PS waves, we build the depth model as close to the P wave depth model as possible. Finally, we apply the prestack depth migration to produce migrated depth images. The results show that the events in PP and PS depth images are well correlated. The model building in this approach is straightforward and this approach is practical.
Introduction
In multi-component seismic data processing, the registration of events in PP-wave and PS-wave seismic sections is an important step for best applications of both PP and PS wave data. Most of the existing methods for event registration are in the time domain and assume that the PP-and PS-waves have similar waveforms (Gaiser, 1996; Fomel and Backus, 2003; Nickel and Sonneland, 2004; Yuan et al., 2008) . However, the assumptions of waveform similarity between PP-and PS-waves may be easily violated in many cases and these methods are not always practicable. The registration of PP and PS waves is often done manually due to the differences in noise and reflection waveforms between the two images. It is a bottleneck in multi-component data processing and limits the application of multi-component seismic data. There is a need to seek alternative methods.
Prestack depth migration (PSDM) can provide the image in the depth domain. Naturally, the events of the PP and PS waves reflected or converted from the same reflector should be at the same depth in the images obtained for PP and PS waves by PSDM. PSDM is a model-based seismic imaging method. Therefore it does require a velocity model, making it is resource-intensive because building a seismic velocity model is a long and iterative process. Normally, seismic inversion methods have been used widely for building the depth model, as it can estimate the properties of underground rocks by updating the parameter model via minimizing the difference between observed data and calculate data in terms of traveltimes, amplitude or waveforms. This method is time-consuming and only practical with the application of high performance computing.
To overcome this, we have developed an alternative approach to perform depth model building and depth migration for PP and PS waves. In this approach, we developed a tool to convert the RMS velocity model and image obtained from PP and PS waves in time domain to a layered depth model. Then we also developed a tool to perform Kirchhoff prestack depth migration. Generally, we can assume the P wave image is correct because the depth model for P-waves only uses P wave velocity and the anisotropy parameter and has less uncertainty. However, since the depth model of PS waves involves P and S waves and has more uncertainty, it is difficult to obtain a correct model for PS waves. Hence the P wave model is used as the reference model for building the PS wave model. The PP and PS images obtained from PSDM can be used to register the PP and PS images. In this paper, using real seismic data in an example, we will show how to apply this approach and discuss its merit for multi-component seismic data processing.
Method
Converting a time model to a depth model: Velocity Model Building is a key element in imaging the underground rocks. In the time domain, the processing results are the images and the RMS velocity model. The images can be the stacked section or the migrated image from prestack time migration. The RMS velocity model obtained from the velocity analysis for PS waves consists of the PS wave velocity, vertical velocity ratio, effective velocity ratio, and anisotropic parameter, and for P waves the P wave velocity and anisotropy. In order to convert the model from time domain to depth domain, for a layered medium, the necessary parameters are the boundaries of the layers, and the RMS velocity model at the boundaries. In this approach, the method to obtain the boundaries of the layered medium is to pick them from the image in the time domain. Once the boundaries are picked, the values of the RMS velocity at the boundaries can be extracted from RMS velocity profiles. Then the values of RMS velocities are converted into interval values for each layer by using a layerstripping method. Also the boundaries in time domain are transformed in depth domain. In order to perform this task easily, we developed a GUI tool which integrates all these steps. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of converting the velocity model in time domain to depth domain. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the GUI tool. There are two panels in this tool. The left panel displays the time domain image. A user can pick and edit the reflectors from the image. Once picked, the depth model is calculated and the boundaries are transformed into the depth domain and displayed in the right panel. For PS wave, the depth model of P waves can also be displayed as an option. 
Prestack depth migration (PSDM) by ray-tracing:
PSDM is the preferred seismic imaging tool for today's most challenging exploration and reservoir-delineation projects. PSDM is a model-based seismic imaging method. Compared to conventional prestack time migration image processing, which assumes that seismic waves propagate in straight rays, PSDM assumes that seismic waves are bent at the reflectors. One method to calculate the travel time of bent seismic waves is the ray-tracing method. The PSDM tool we have developed is based on Kirchhoff summation (Audebert, et al., 1997) in which the key element is to calculate the travel-time. The ray tracing is time consuming, so carefully coding it in PSDM can improve the performance.
Normally, for two given points, for example, a source and a receiver, several iterations are needed using a ray-tracing method to calculate the travel time, which is time consuming. In our program, we use an alternative approach to calculate the travel time which avoids the iteration. In this method, from a given point, for a ray with a given incident angle which propagates to each layer in a medium, we trace it to obtain its location at each layer boundary. The values of these locations are used to calculate the travel time for this ray. The travel time between the given point and any point in this ray can be interpolated. For any point between two rays, the travel-times between the source point and the specified point can be interpolated. Based on this approach, we developed a tool to perform the PSDM. In the PSDM, for a trace with the given source and receiver locations, we first perform raytracing to obtain the down-going ray paths from the source to the bottom of the model and the upgoing ray paths to the receiver from the bottom of the model. Then we interpolate the ray paths to obtain tables which contain the locations and traveltimes of the raypaths at each CIP location. Following that, we interpolate the two tables for each CIP location in the depth domain to obtain the travel time table for the down-going wave and up-going wave. For PS converted waves, the downgoing wave is a P wave and the up-going wave is an S wave; for P waves both down-going and upgoing waves are P waves. The two travel time tables are used for migration. For a given point in the space of CIP location and depth, the travel time is the summation of the travel times of the downgoing wave (P-wave) and up-going wave (P wave for PP wave and S wave for PS wave). Meanwhile, a vertical travel time table is also extracted from the depth model, which is necessary for the migration.
Data example
Processing PP and PS waves in time domain: We have applied this approach to a real 2D seismic dataset from China. In the time domain, we applied CDP/ACP+NMO+Stacking procedure and prestack time migration to obtain the images and the RMS velocity models of PP and PS waves. Based on the two migrated images, we perform the registration in time domain. Figure 3 shows the snapshot of this registration. For correlating the events in the PP and PS wave images, we need to identify the events belonging to the same reflector from both PP and PS images and then stretch the PS image in PP time. This step is time-consuming and has some uncertainties. For example, the sequence of the reflectors in the PS wave image is different from that in the P wave image. Some reflectors are missing from the PS wave image, so that it is difficult to find the corresponding reflectors in the PS wave image. In Figure 3 , we can only make a coarse-correlation on three reflectors. It is difficult to correlate other reflectors without other information. As we know, PSDM can provide images in the depth domain. The events in the PP and PS wave depth images should be correlated at the corrected depths. In the following steps, we will process the data in the depth domain to obtain the depth images of PP and PS waves.
(a) (b) Figure 3 .
Registration of PP and PS. The left panel displays the P wave image and the right panel displays the PS wave image in PS time (a) and PP time (b). The middle panel displays vertical Vp/Vs ratio.
Processing PP and PS waves in depth domain: There are two steps for processing PP and PS waves in the depth domain: depth model building and PSDM. For PP waves, we convert the RMS time model to a depth model using only P wave information. For the PS converted wave, we use the depth model of P waves as the reference model for converting the RMS time model of PS waves into a depth model. Figure 4a shows the snapshot of the tool to convert the RMS time model into a depth model for PP waves. The inputs to this tool are the PP image, the RMS velocity of P waves, and the anisotropy parameter for P waves. The PP image is obtained from prestack time migration. The left panel in Figure 4a shows the PP image in the time domain. The RMS velocity model is obtained from migration velocity analysis. The reflectors are manually picked on the image. Once picking is finished, the tool converts the RMS velocity model into the depth model which is displayed in the right panel of the tool. Figure 4b shows a snapshot of the tool to convert the RMS time model into a depth model for PS waves. In the right panel of Figure 4b , the depth model of P waves is displayed as the red curve for reference. Based on the P waves depth model, we try to pick suitable reflectors so that the converted wave depth model matches the depth model of P waves. However, we notice that in making the two depth models match each other, the picked reflectors in the PS wave time image cannot match the images. Based on the depth models, we perform the PSDM for PP and PS waves separately. Figures 5a and 5b show the depth migrated images for PP and PS waves, and Figure 5c shows the time migrated image of PS waves for comparison. Figures 5b and 5c show that, for PS waves, the quality of the depth images is better than that of the time image, especially for the events between 5km and 6km, which correspond to those between 3 -3.5sec. Comparing the depth images of PP and PS waves, most reflectors are matched well. 
Conclusions
We have introduced an approach to perform a model based PP and PS registration in depth domain which involves converting the RMS time model to the depth model and performing PSDM. We have developed a GUI tool for depth model building and a PSDM tool which is based on the ray-tracing method and Kirchhoff summation. This approach is applied to a real 2D dataset. Time processing is applied to the PP and PS waves to obtain time images and RMS velocity models separately. Then the depth models are obtained for the PP and PS waves. For PS waves, we build the depth model to match the P wave depth model. Finally, we applied the PSDM to produce migrated depth images. The results show that the events in PP and PS depth images are well correlated. The model building in this approach is straightforward and this approach is practical. Further investigation will be focused on how to refine the depth model.
